We receive over 70,000+ visitors per month from 130+ countries. Our global client base extends over 52 countries/124
international locations. We now have 14,000+ Rope Access & NDT technicians in the database making it the largest
dynamic source of Rope Access & NDT personnel in the world.

Rigg Access Job Application Process
Applying for a job using the rigg-access.com online application process is fast, efficient and has been engineered to
make it as easy as possible for client and candidate to connect. We realise some people don’t take the time to correctly
read the job ads they apply for, which is why we engage applicants in the following process, to ensure only the most
eligible applications are made to advertising companies.

1.

Candidates’ Initial View of Job Ad
Full job details are not viewable by non-logged in personnel, this increases the chance of the applicants reading
and understanding the job ad. Once logged in, personnel are presented with the job details. We also do not
include company telephone numbers or direct contact details at this stage:

Log in now at:

http://www.rigg-access.com/company/companylogin.asp

2.

Confirmation Screen - Before Final Application
Once the black *APPLY INSTANTLY FOR THIS JOB NOW?* button is pressed the system retrieves the users
information and presents it in a preview pane so they can see what is being sent to the company. Before
submitting, they must read a disclaimer and also tick two boxes to confirm they are qualified for the position
and eligible to work in the particular country the job is based in:

3.

Additional Manual Checks and Temporary Bans
In addition to the above, we also carry out manual checking of applications and operate a temporary banning
system. When a user is temporarily banned, they are given the reason why and asked to confirm read and
receipt of a preformatted email that asks them to confirm:
1) They will no longer apply for jobs they are not suitable for
2) They will read the following article
http://www.rigg-access.com/forum/index.php?/blog/6/entry-28-5-ways-not-to-kill-your-career
Once confirmation is received, the user’s account is reinstated and normal usage can carry on.

Job Ad Formatting
We’ve noticed over the years that some job ads may be confusing to read or contain too much non relevant
information. The best performing, most accurate jobs ads almost always contain the following:
1) Concise job description and titles
2) Clear information on which qualifications are required
3) Clear information on visa requirements (if applicable)
4) Well formatted paragraphs – information is split into easy to read paragraphs and not bunched together
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